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Integrating Indistar®

How to Implement, Integrate, and Create a Coherent System Using Indistar®
Indistar® is capable of managing several sets of indicators for a school and each can be accessed by 

a separate school team. Also, different sets of indicators can be designated for different categories of 
schools—such as SIG schools, corrective action schools, schools in improvement, and schools that are 
doing great. Or high schools could have one set of indicators and elementary schools a different set. 
Sometimes more is good, and sometimes it is just confusing. That’s for the state to decide. 

One way to integrate different program areas, such as SPED or ELL, is to just add Wise Ways® content 
specific to that area to existing indicators. That is what we have done recently with CII Wise Ways®. 
Another way is to add Crosswalks and Filters to display indicators important for specific areas.

CII tries to keep the indicators focused on “effective practice” and advises states to cover other com-
pliance needs with Forms. 

Keep in mind that with Indistar®, your state is capable of being electronically linked, through com-
mon dashboards, to every district and school in your state. Plus lots of coaches. Consider the possi-
bilities when your SEA staff gathers around the table and looks at all the plans and reports it requires 
districts and schools to submit. Now think about reducing it all to reduce redundancy, and using Cross-
walks and Filters to emphasize indicators relative to specific program areas.
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Making the Magic 
Happen

Guiding Questions for State Implementation of Indistar®
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The “Magic”
Ok…you are right…

…there is no silver bullet…

…but something 
“magical” just might happen if we 
share the collective knowledge 
right here in this room! 

State-Level Administration
 Who has policy authority over Indistar®, and who has 

chief operational responsibility for it? 
 Do job descriptions include these responsibilities?
 What decision-making group meets to discuss Indistar®, 

how often, and what is its typical agenda?
 What is the communication structure in your state related 

to Indistar®? From those with chief responsibility, to 
others within the state department, to those in the field?

 Does this communication include information to improve 
practice relative to the use of Indistar®?

 How does the state department integrate various 
departments such as SPED, ELL, Accreditation into 
usage of Indistar to achieve greater coherence?
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Reporting & Compliance
 What is expected of different categories of districts and 

schools in terms of their use of Indistar®, their 
submission of reports, and their expected progress?

 How is district and school use of Indistar® monitored?
 How does your State use the data mining and reporting 

features on the State Administrative Page to improve 
effective utilization of Indistar®?

 What areas of compliance are facilitated through 
Indistar® reporting features?

 Do various departments that use Indistar® for reporting or 
other purposes include this in state-level documents and 
procedures so that they become part of policy?
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External Consultants
 How does administration of Indistar connect with 

administration of the Coaches who utilize it in the field?
 What is expected of Coaches in using Indistar® with their 

districts and schools?
 Do job descriptions and evaluations for Coaches include 

their work with Indistar®?
 When CII announces new features on Indistar® that 

impact Coaches (for example, the Coaching Review 
webpage), how is this communicated to the Coaches and 
how are they instructed in their use?
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Sustainability
 What is the current vision in your state for Indistar®? 

(Balancing compliance with best practice focus?)

 When state level leadership changes, how are new 
leaders made aware and brought on board with Indistar®

and the Statewide System of Support (SSOS)?

 When new Coaches are added to the cadre, how are 
they brought on board with Indistar®? 
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Extending Implementation
 How are districts and schools made aware of the availability 

of Indistar®?
 How are districts and schools trained to use Indistar®?
 How are districts and schools that do not receive the 

services of Coaches supported in their use of Indistar®?
 When CII announces new features that are available on 

Indistar, how is that information communicated within the 
state department, and how are decisions made regarding 
use of the new feature?

 When CII announces new features on Indistar that impact 
districts and schools, how is this communicated to the 
districts and schools?
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Best of Luck on your Journey…

“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to 
go from here?”

"That depends a good deal on where you want 
to get to," said the Cat.

- Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland
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